
AN EVALUATION OF THE ECONOMY OF FRANCE

Compared to its peers, the French economy endured the economic crisis . of France has had to re-evaluate this aspect
of its economic policy.

Then in , new labour laws were passed, again without the consent of parliament â€” as is possible under the
French constitution. For example, the rapid development of the French motorway system was achieved and is
still being achieved by public investment offset by the sale of long-term concessions to private or semi-private
companies to operate and maintain them. Instead, the ECB used reverse transactions, repurchase agreements
or collateralized loans, to manipulate the money supply. France is also the world's leading tourist destination
â€” at least in terms of numbers, though not in terms of tourist spending. Looking forward, safeguarding
financial stability will require continued close monitoring and preparedness to make further use of macro and
microprudential policies if risks remain or intensify. Among services, tourism is a key export and France is the
most visited country in the world. However, recovery has been slow and the economy has stagnated since ,
with an average economic growth rate of 1. France is even sometimes depicted as a something close to a rogue
economy, where workers are constantly on strike, businesses are held hostage to all powerful unions, and free
enterprise is virtually impossible. The country is known for its world-class infrastructure, including high-speed
passenger rail, maritime ports, extensive roadway networks and public transportation, and efficient intermodal
connections. Past presidents, since Mitterrand, have come to grief on the rocks of public opinion, shelving
necessary but unpopular economic measures in the face of opposition from unions, students, political
opponents, the media and virtually everyone with an axe to grind. It is likely to be amplified in the second half
of and in  The timid reduction in public spending that was announced, though causing turmoil on Hollande's
"tax and spend" left wing, could not produce the stimulus that the French economy required. These figures are
revised several times as more statistical information becomes available. In spite of its limited scope, the
Macron Law caused massive controversy on the left of French politics, and had to be pushed through the
French Parliament without a vote, using the very contested Article of the French Constitution. In recent
decades, the development of state favors and aid in certain economic sectors, along with the cost of major
infrastructure programs and social services, have led to a huge increase in the budget of the French state. The
former Sarkozy government became deeply unpopular, partially due to its reform agenda. The United States is
the top foreign destination for French investment and the United States is the largest foreign investor in France
in terms of job creations. It has substantial agricultural resources and maintains a strong manufacturing sector,
despite a recent decline. Finally, the government of France calculates national income through compiling labor
income, rental income, interest income and profits. A dynamic services sector now accounts for an
increasingly large share of economic activity and is responsible for most job creation in recent years. It is
particularly useful for short-term analysis. This reflects the inability of successive governments to take full
advantage of good times to reverse the spending increases undertaken during downturns.


